FastPulse Technology, Inc.
LASERMETRICS ® Division

220 MIDLAND AVENUE
SADDLE BROOK, NJ 07663
TEL (973) 478-5757
FAX (973)-478-6115
Web Sites: www.lasermetrics.com
www.fastpulse.com

Position 1 (Full Time): Entry Level Optician, Crystal optics Fabrication
Position Start Date: April 2017
Department: Optics Shop Electro Optics.
We are looking to train a person in hand polishing and fabrication of crystal optics to precision laser
grade quality specifications. Polishing by hand means you hold an optic in your hand and carefully work
the optic on a spinning tool with grinding and polishing compounds. Prior experience is not required but
is desired.
Position requires very good hand and eye coordination. A delicate precision touch needs to be
developed for this unique work. We will train the right person for this specialty position. Good eye sight
is a must for visual optical inspection during the optical processing.
A typical training program starts with handling, cleaning, inspection and generating of optics to shape
and size. You will be trained to work with optical instruments and optical shop equipment. Training
requires several months to achieve basic abilities to progress to additional responsibilities. The nature
of the work requires a certain touch that is not possible by all. Potential candidates are hired on a trial
basis which may be 2-4 months depending on the progress realized. The successful candidate will fill
important position at FastPulse Technology. This is not a short term work opportunity, raises can be
realized in years 1-3 due to training advancement. This is a small group of persons responsible for
producing optical components in demand and used worldwide.
Only patient persons that enjoy precision hand work should apply. Basic understanding of geometry,
shapes and angles is helpful. Ability to understand drawings, prints is helpful. A desired to learn and
work hard is a must. Candidates with experience are also desired.
FastPulse Technology is a small company in Saddle brook NJ. Founded in 1965 we provide laser optics
and mating electronic systems to National Labs and Universities worldwide. Our products are also used
in many medical laser systems from laser manufactures worldwide.

For consideration please contact us to set up an interview.
Mark Percevault (General Manager) Mark@FastPulse.com

